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Resume 
Le codec video est un precede qui permet de compresser ou decompresser des 
flux videos. On doit toujours tenir compte des performances permises par le 
codec en function de l'usage que l'on souhaite en faire. Par excmple, si on veut 
obtenir la meilleure qualite possible tout en assurant une certaine rapidite, on 
va utiliser un systeme multi-processeurs puissant avec une capacite memoire 
elevee. Si au contraire, on souhaite que notre codec s'execute sur un systeme 
embarque, on va chercher a optimiser le programme et trouver quelles sont 
les parties du code qui demandent le plus de temps a s'executer. Dans notre 
cas, on voudrait implementer l'encodeur video Kvazaar sur un DSP. L'encodeur 
Kvazaar est un logiciel gratuit developpe par une equipe de chercheurs finlandais 
et dont l'architecture est similaire au codec HEVC. La difference entre les deux 
logiciels reside notamment dans le fait que Kvaavar est code en langage C ce qui 
le rend moins complexe et plus facile implementer sur un systeme embarque. Le 
but premier de ce stage etait d'arriver a faire fonctionner Kvazaar sur la plate-
forme choisie et d'evaluer ses performances. En ce qui concerne l'implantation 
de Kvazaar sur le DSP TI C6Gx, la principale action effectuee etait de supprimer 
l'utilisation des threads dans l'execution du code. En effet, meme si notre DSP 
est multi coeur, le threading n'est pas autorise sur cette plateforme mais le par-
allelisme peut se realiser grace a DSP/BIOS qui permet l'usagc d'interruptions. 
Ensuite, il fallait etudier le code afin de trouver les principaux blocs qui con
stituent un encodage video pour evaluer le temps d'execution de chacun de ces 
blocs et trouver quels blocs seraient utiles a optimiser d'un point de vue du 
nombre de cycles du CPU necessaires. En effet, les principaux blocs que nous 
souhaitions etudier concernaient l'execution de la transformed et son inverse, 
Cabac, inter et intra prediction, la quantification et son inverse et le scaling. II 
s'avere que parmi tous les tests effectues afin d'augmenter le nombre de frames 
encodees par seconde et la vitesse, le principal bloc qui monopolise le processeur 
est l'inter-prediction. Le prochain travail serait done de trouver un moyen pour 
diminuer le temps necessaire a ce bloc pour s'executer car c'est le principal 
rempart pour obtenir une plus grande efficacite et rapidite de l'encodeur video 
Kvazaar. 
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Abstract 
Video codec is a process which permits to encode or decode a video data stream. 
We have to be attentive to the efficiency of the codec that we choose in function 
of our goals. For instance, if we want to provide the best quality with the best 
speed, we will need a powerful system with different processors and which has a 
large memory. In the contrary, if we want to execute our video codec software 
in an embedded system, we will search to optimize the code and try to find out 
which are the bottlenecks of our encoder. In our case, we want to implement 
Kvazaar encoder on a DSP. Kvazaar encoder is a free software developped by 
a squad of finnish researchers and whose the architecture is really similar to 
HEVC. The main difference between these two entities is that Kvazaar was 
programmed in C language which makes it less complex and easier to implement 
on an embedded system. The main goal of this master thesis was to complete 
with success, the implantation of Kvazaar on the chosen platform and then to 
evaluate the performances. Concerning the implementation of Kvazaar on the 
DSP TI C66x, the main executed action was to suppress the use of threads 
during the compilation. Indeed, even if that DSP is multicore, threading is 
not allowed in that platform but parallelism can be done thanks to the use 
of DSP/BIOS which provides interruption use. Then, we had to study the 
program in order to find the main blocks which compose the video encoding for 
evaluating the encoding time mandatory to the execution of each block and then 
find which blocks can be optimized concerning the CPU cycles consumption. 
Indeed, the main blocks that we wanted to study concern the execution of 
transform, inverse transform, cabac, inter and intra prediction, quantization 
and inverse quantization and scaling. We noticed that, after doing many tests 
in order to increase the number of frames per second and the speed, the main 
block which needs the most CPU encoding time is the inter-prediction. The 
next work can be to find a way to decrease the time needed by that block to be 
executed because it is the main obstacle in order to obtain a better efficiency 
and speed of the video encoder Kvazaar. 
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Introduction

The main goal of a good video encoder is to provide highest coding efficiency.
That means that we need to encode at a low bit rate but still keeping a certain
video quality level. For measuring coding efficiency, we can use the PSNR
(peak signal-to-noise ratio) and the subjective assessment of video quality. The
subjective assessment video quality means that the measure is not objective
on purpose in order to match with the subjective view of the user. The last
results show that we obtain better coding efficiency with an HEVC standard
than with previous ones. That is why during this thesis report, we will introduce
HEVC standard because the open-source encoder that we work with is based
on the same architecture. During this thesis, the main goals were to evaluate
the performances of Kvazaar encoder, first testing his efficiency on a multicore
processor and then implementing it on a DSP C66x multicore adapting the code
to fit with our target and see what are the bottlenecks of the encoding process
in terms of CPU cycles. Indeed, it is a real important challenge to implement a
video encoder which has high computational complexity on an embedded system
with lower power consumption and small memory.

Concerning the organisation of the paper, we begin presenting fastly the
HEVC standard and what are the new improvements in comparison with the
H264 standard. Then, we will introduce the Kvazaar encoder, his creation, his
goals and his main different parameters that we can configure. To continue, we
present the tests that we realized with this encoder and the conclusions about
its performances with a multi cores processor. That part was useful to bet-
ter understand which parameters are important in order to increase the speed
(frames per second and encoding time) and the quality of the encoded video
(PNSR). After we will explain how the implementation on TI C66x was done,
what problems we needed to solve and the solutions that we found to overcome
the issues. We will present our results concerning three different video sequence
inputs and analyze the differences of CPU cycles consumption between the dif-
ferent blocks considering different configurations. Finally we conclude our thesis
with the main points we noticed concerning the parameters to specify in order
to reach the best efficiency and which encoding blocks are the crucial points
to improve the number of consumed CPU cycles. In a future project, we can
think about implementing the parallelism with DSP with the DSP/BIOS kernel
in order to improve the speed and the efficiency of Kvazaar implemented on an
embedded system.
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1 State of the art of HEVC standard

1.1 Presentation of the HEVC standard

High Efficient Video Coding is a video compression standard, the newest one
and it also can be called H.265. Its first version was finished in January 2013
and nowadays there are still some extensions which are developed. It has been
created by MPEG and VCEG teams. Before this standard, we had different
predecessors as the H.264 also called AVC and the main progress which has
been made with HEVC concerns the data compression which can be optimized
two more times for the same quality resolution. Also it can support 8K UHD
which is ultra high definition for television. HEVC is considered as the contin-
uation of H.264 because they work the same way. Both of them are searching
to optimize the video encoding looking for redundant areas in previous frames
and they replace these pixels by easy description containing the information of
motion displacements. The final description of these pixel is obtained after the
quantization and the transformation processes. The others main improvements
of HEVC concern the intra-prediction in the current encoded picture, the size of
coding area which can be 64x64 so it is higher than with AVC, the motion-vector
prediction, the SAO filter (sample adaptive offset), the motion vector merging,
the new segmentation of coding blocks which is variable and the motion com-
pensation. Even if these improvements make more constraints about the signal
processing capability, we decrease a lot the number of computations required
for decompression.

1.2 Architecture of HEVC standard

The architecture of the HEVC standard has the same design as previous video
encoder standards i.e. a block-based hybrid motion-compensated predictive
structure. This is the mandatory basis to build an efficient encoder standard
and the main improvements done to increase the compression efficiency will be
explain further in this subsection. Following is the architecture of the HEVC
encoder:
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Figure 1: Architecture of HEVC Encoder

First of all, as we just said above, the HEVC and H.264 designs are quite
similar because we keep the intra and inter prediction, the transformation, the
quantization, the motion-compensation, the entropy encoder. In fact, HEVC
is considered as an extension of the H.264 architecture because it improves the
efficiency of the different blocks which compose this design. We describe some
examples of improvements to illustrate our points.

Picture partitioning into different defined blocks To begin, the picture
partitioning is really different between the h.264 and the HEVC design. Instead
of using 16x16 macroblocks, HEVC is splitting the image in coding tree units
(called CTUs) where each CTU is composed of a luma coding tree block (called
CTB), its corresponding chroma CTB and the syntax elements. The encoder is
free to choose the size of the luma CTB (64x64, 32x32, 16x16) in function of the
trade-off done between compression efficiency and quality of the encoding image
for example. It is also possible to split the CTU and the CTB blocks into smaller
blocks. For instance, we can split the CTU into coding units (CU) where each
coding unit is composed by a luma coding block (CB), two chrome CB and the
associated syntax. The CTB can be split into one or more CBs too. The CU
of the CTU can be also partitioned into transform units (TU) and prediction
units (PU). Indeed the encoder decides the chosen prediction (inter or intra)
at the CU level. After the prediction done, HEVC uses a square transform in
order to encode the residual. For doing that, we also can split the CB into four
transform blocks (TB) whose their size can be 4x4 up to 32x32 (depending of
the size of the original CB). The PUs can also be split into smaller blocks but
depending of the used prediction, there are some limitations about this division
as intrapredicted units cannot be split into two PUs whereas the interpredicted
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units can be split into two or four PUs.
The splitting of the encoding blocks of HEVC is the main difference between this
design and the previous one (the H264) and it explains the gains in compression
efficiency that HEVC encoder can provide in comparison with other designs.

Intra and Inter prediction One of the other main point which explains
the improvements concerning compression efficiency of HEVC is related to the
prediction which is used. First, there are two kind of predictions which are intra
and inter. In intra-prediction, the prediction of the blocks is calculated basing
on the informations contained in the picture which is currently encoded whereas
in inter-prediction, the prediction is done taking into account the informations
contained in the previous or next pictures In H.264/AVC only 8 directional
intraprediction modes exist whereas in HEVC there are 33 directional modes.

Figure 2: Intra-prediction for HEVC versus intra-prediction for H.264

Also, as we said previously the intra predicted PUs size is 4x4 up to 32x32
for HEVC whereas H.264 macroblocks of 16x16 are used. For each chroma CBs
of the CU, a single intra prediction mode is selected and it can be horizontal,
vertical, DC, planar or left-downward. Each transform block (TB) has its own
intra prediction mode independently of the other TBs around it. Concerning the
inter-prediction, HEVC contains some modifications in comparison with H.264
which permit to obtain more possible candidates. Indeed, thanks to the new
splitting of the image, we have more data contained in the reference pictures to
associate to the current picture. Moreover, HEVC provides advanced motion
vector prediction (AMPV) method which calculates the probable derivations of
the most likely candidates based on informations contained in prediction blocks
around and in the reference pictures.

There are some other points of improvement between HEVC and its prede-
cessors as Entropy coding, Deblocking Filter, Sample Adaptative Offset Filter,
new Scanning methods, Wavefront Parallel Processing but we choose to present
just these two because they are the main important ones.
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2 Presentation of the Kvazaar encoder and its
performances

2.1 Presentation of the Kvazaar encoder

The Kvazaar encoder is an open-source video encoder project which was devel-
oped in Finland by a research group in the Department of Pervasive Computing
in the Tampere University of Technology. The group is called Ultra Video group
and was created during the 1990’s. The main goal of Kvazaar encoder is to pro-
vide high-efficiency video encoding with the use of parallelism in order to split
the work of the encoder over different cores and to decrease the amount of re-
quired time and energy. The goal is also to be able to implement this encoder on
embedded systems with multicore processors but this goal is not yet completely
accomplished because depending of the embedded system we use, we need to
change some part of the code for the encoding process. For instance, concerning
TI C66x, we cannot use the threads as they are defined in the Kvazaar code.
One of the main success of this project is the fact that the obtained results
concerning the speed and the parallelism are very interesting comparing with
HEVC encoder. Moreover, Kvazaar is an open-source HEVC encoder so free of
use which is an important advantage for anyone who wants to work with. Fur-
thermore, Ultra Video group is working with different international companies
and other schools which permits to expand the Kvazaar encoder work in the
whole world.

2.2 Parameters of the Kvazaar execution

The Kvazaar encoder contains a lot of parameters that we can choose or not
to configure. In our case, we do not need to configure each parameter because
just few of them interest us, but we will explain briefly what parameters we
can choose to specify and what are their importance and signification in the
execution of the encoder.

2.2.1 Installation of Kvazaar and Compilation

First, we need to describe the execution of the Kvazaar encoder. The first step
is to download all the files with a github command on linux. Then, we have to
execute few commands as:

./autogen.sh

./configure

make

sudo make install

These few commands are mandatory to then execute the Kvazaar encoder. We
met some problems for the execution of these commands when we moved to
another computer with more cores. Indeed, at the beginning we were working
on a computer which has two cores so it was not enough interesting to analyse
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the performances of Kvazaar on it. Thus, for the installation on the Ubuntu
system of eight cores, we needed to add some packages as automake, autoconf
and libtool. When we have all the packages, we can compile the code but we
can get a problem during the execution of kvaazar because it needs a special
library which is called libkvazaar.so.3 that it cannot find. This problem comes
to the fact that during the compiling commands, if we build Kvazaar as a shared
library, we need to help the script to find the so-file. For doing that, we have
to specify LD LIBRARY PATH during the make install. In order to avoid to
deal with that phenomenon, we preferred doing a static build with the command:

./configure --disable-shared

After doing all these steps, we were able to execute the encoder in the folder
from the github platform. We need to import at least one video file to encode
and the simplest command without specifying any arguments of the encoding
process is:

kvazaar -i <input> --input-res <width>x<height> -o <output>

2.2.2 Introduction to the main useful parameters to choose

Of course, Kvazaar encoder has already defined some parameters by default as
the quantification factor which is 32 so the best one for a fast encoding. There
are also the SAO (Sample Adaptative Offset) and RDO (Rate Distortion Op-
timization) which are activated. During the tests, we disabled the RDO to see
how it changes the different output parameters and how we can explain that.
The first frame is encoded as I-frame and it is the only one which is encoded in
intra frame if we do not specify the p parameter. We will see later in the test
section, how changing this parameter can improve the fps (frame per seconds)
final result for instance. The motion estimation algorithm is Hexagon Based
Search so it is the most efficient one because it takes few points in order to save
time and computations but it has enough informations to keep a good estima-
tion. It is used in the Kvazaar’s defined presets which provide best efficiency
and speed. We also are interested to test the configured presets which define,
among all its parameters, the size of intra and inter prediction blocks and we can
already guess that this parameter has a certain importance because we decide
statically a size when usually it is decided dynamically for each frame.
In the other hand, there are some parameters that we do not care about (con-
sidering the study of efficiency) to define as printing some kind of informations
or not, the video usability informations (define color range, chroma sample lo-
cations, sample aspect ratio etc), the bitrate etc. We let these parameters by
default because we are more interested about the effect of parallelism or the
presets or also the quantization parameters. Following are the results of the
performed tests and each time, we will explain more in details the purpose of
the current test and the meaning of the variable parameter.
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2.3 Results obtained after Kvazaar tests

First of all, the sequences that we used for our tests come from the website of
UltraVideo and we choose to test only the videos in 4K resolution with 10 bit
depth in YUV format and in RAW Container.

2.3.1 –Threads parameter

One of the important parameter to manage is the thread parameter because it
will split our encoding work into different cores which should improve efficiently
the final results about speed, frames per seconds and even more the PSNR (Peak
Signal to Noise Ratio).
At the beginning of the tests about threads, we found some really unexpected
and nonsense results because we just specify the −− threads parameter as:

kvazaar -i Beauty.yuv --input-res 416x240 -o out.hevc -n 400 --threads 5

Indeed, if we do that and we check at the same time the repartition of the
encoding work into the different cores, we will see that just one core is working
and the others are sleeping. So even with a bigger number of specified threads,
we did not improve the frames per second results. After some researches on
the web page of the UltraVideo group, we found in some reference papers, two
different ways to apply multi threading with the Kvazaar encoder. We need
to specify the − − threads number and also − − wpp indication or we can
apply the multi threading specifying the size of the tiles (height and width)
−− tiles− width− split u number. For example if you use 4 threads, you can
specify that the width and the height of the tiles are 2. This parameter just
defines in a static way how we will split the tile that we want to encode. To
study if there is one method more interesting than the other, we choose to do
the both and then to compare the results. Previously, we can assume that it
seems better to not specify how the tile will be split because it seems always
better to let the encoder splitting the tile dynamically depending of its previous
analysis and calculation about the image partitioning.

First we decided to test the efficiency by multi-threading with −− wpp.

--threads <int> --wpp

We can see that with the −−wpp parameters choosing −− threads 1, the cores
are running alternatively to execute the code.
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Figure 3: Repartition of the encoding process into the different processors of
the system for one thread

As we checked that the parallelism is well executed for one thread, we decide
to do it for more threads. Thus, we can notice that when we have different
threads the encoding process is divided in all the cores in an approximately
equal way.

Figure 4: Repartition of the encoding process into the different processors of
the system for more than one thread

We noticed that we do not observe the same results of evolution of the fps
if the size resolution is good or poor, that is why we added an other resolution
which is the highest one of our sequences. We did it to see if our first obser-
vations are rights or wrong. In fact, more higher is the size resolution, more
efficient is the multi threading. Indeed, if we use poor size resolution (416x240),
the improvement of fps is good for two threads (twice the fps obtained for one
thread) but after three threads, the results are stagnant and there is no improve-
ment in the fps (less than 2.5x better than fps with one thread). Concerning
the second better size resolution (832x480), the results are improving until the
6th threads but it is less than 3.7x better than the fps obtained with one thread.
For the last size resolution that we took, the highest one (1664x960), we notice
an improvement until 4.8x better than the fps obtained with one thread.
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Figure 5: Percentage of the increasing of number of frames per second in function
of the number of used threads and for different size resolutions

Of course, the number of frames per second decreases a lot if we consider
a high size resolution but the possibility to improve it with multi threading is
really interesting. As we know now which number of threads is better for the
different size resolution, we can execute the next tests taking into account these
efficient values of threads in function of the size resolution. By that way, we
will define, tests after tests, the best chosen parameter configuration to obtain
a really efficient encoding.

The second test we want to execute is still concerning the threads but defining
the size of the tiles used by the encoder.

threads <int> --tiles-width-split u<int> --tiles-height-split u<int>

Following are the results obtained during the tests specifying the size of the
used tiles. In order to compare, we need to see that when we describe a tile-
width of 2 and a tile-height of 3, we are using 6 threads. Even if the table is
not showing the percentage of improvement with the different threads but the
direct number of fps, we can see that as we did not expect, the results are better
with the static predefined size. For instance, for a size resolution of 832x480,
for height threads, we obtain an improvement of 3.9x the obtained fps of one
thread when with −wpp we obtained 2x. Thus, even if previously we guessed
that defining the tile size in a static way should be less efficient than with a
dynamic way because it adds new limitations to the encoder, we were wrong
because the results below are better than the previous ones with the − − wpp
parameter.
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Figure 6: Values of the frames per seconds in function of the number of threads
and specifying the splitting of the tiles for different size resolutions

We also show the encoding time results in order to have an idea of the
CPU’s work in function of the size resolution. As expected, the encoding time
is increasing a lot for higher size resolution (832x480) and it is really low for
small size resolution (416x240) because it has less informations to encode.

Figure 7: Encoding time in function of the number of threads and specifying
the splitting of the tiles for different size resolutions
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In the two previous graphs, we can observe some ”holes” in the curves, it
is due to the fact that for some defined width or height tile size, the encoder
declared that the values are too big comparing to the size resolution (they lead to
a too large number of split tiles). For instance, for a size resolution of 416x240,
the height maximum of a tile is 4 and the maximum width of a tile is 8 because
otherwise the encoder is not able to split the tile into smaller blocks to encode.

2.3.2 -q Quantization parameter

As we have finished studying the different performances related to threads,
now we would like to analyse the influence of the quantization in the fps and
encoding time results of the Kvazaar encoder. We decided to study also the
value of PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) in order to have an idea of the
influence of quantization parameter over the quality of the image. We also
decided to test different size resolutions to see if quantization has a different
influence depending of the size of the input sequence.
As expected, the quantization has a non negligible importance on the quality
of the results because more the image is quantized by a high factor, more we
lose precision and informations about details of the image. We can also notice
that the size resolution of the encoded video has no importance about the value
of PSNR. We choose to show the equation of the curve to prove clearly that
there is a strong dependency between quantization and PSNR because for a
quantization from 23 to 32, we have a PSNR which decreases from 41 to 32
which means that we lost a lot of precision and quality.

Figure 8: Peak Signal to Noise Ratio in function of the quantization parameter
for 6 sequences

We were also interested by the evolution of the encoding time in function of
quantization considering different level of size resolution. We guessed since the
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beginning that the encoding time will be really bigger for the high quality video
but we didn’t know that it will decrease with the increasing of quantization.
In fact, it makes sense because more the quantization is high, more we use
truncation and rounding simplifications so we will need less time to encode the
frames because we decrease the amount of complexity of the data to encode.
Once more, we decided to show the curve equation and we can notice that more
the size resolution is high more the decrease of the slope is important. It seems
totally in accordance with the fact that beginning with a high encoding time
make more visible the improvements that we do than if we use a low quality
video with a low encoding time because we will have less frames to notice well
the improvements in the final result.

Figure 9: Encoding time in function of the quantization parameter for 6 se-
quences

Finally, we were interested by the frames per second results depending of
the quantization evolution. This time, more the quantization is bigger more the
number of fps increases too but we can assume a behaviour a little bit weird.
Indeed, in prima facie we can notice that the improvement of fps is better for
the low size resolution (416x240) when quantization increases. But the fact is
that we need to compare the slope of the curve with the second term of the
equation to make more sense at this observation. Indeed, we did the fraction of
the first term under the second term in order to evaluate the improvement done
by quantization in function of the size resolution. Doing that we can notice
that the best improvement is done in the right order, first by the higher size
resolution (1664x960) then by the lower size resolution (416x240) and finally by
the middle size resolution (832x480). This observation is really weird because
it does not follow a rule of size resolution and we cannot conclude that FPS
results are crucially dependant of the size resolution when we are changing the
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quantization .

Figure 10: Frames per Second in function of the quantization parameter for 6
sequences

2.3.3 –gop or -p

The gop (Group of Pictures) parameter is also interesting to study because it
defines the order of intra and inter frames which will be encoded. A GOP can
contains I-frame (intra coded image), P-frame (predictive coded image) and
B-frame (bipredictive coded image) in Kvazaar encoder. An I-frame picture
is not encoded using other previous or future pictures so it needs more time
to be encoded but after it can be used as a reference for encoding P-frame or
B-frame. The P-frame uses the previous pictures to be encoded faster so uses
the inter-prediction and the motion-vector prediction. The B-frame can use the
previous and next pictures to be encoded so it has some dependencies because
it needs to wait that the next pictures are encoded before being encoded itself.
The Kvazaar encoder permits to define this parameter and also the −p parame-
ter. The −p parameter permits to define the period between two intra pictures
because if we don’t define this parameter, Kvazaar only defines the first frame
as I-frame and not other ones until the end of the encoding of all the P-frames.
If that parameter is 1 and we encode few frames, it is not really important
concerning the quality of the encoded video but if we have, for instance, 300
frames and we choose to define just the frame 0 as an I-frame, it can impact the
quality of the encoding process. As we want to study the influence of B-frames
and I-frames over the performances and the efficiency of the encoder, we will
change these two parameters (–gop and -p) provided by Kvazaar.

--gop 8
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This configuration defines the GOP structure as a B-frame pyramid of length 8
and as we can see in the following picture, there are only B-frames except the
first encoded frame which is an I-frame, and the next encoded frames follow the
order of a pyramid. It means that first it will encode the first frame of the video
as I-frame then the 8th frame and the 4th then the 2nd and continues like that.
It encodes the video as if it was reading a pyramidal tree.

Figure 11: Execution of the kvazaar encoder with the –gop 8 parameter

We can first notice that except the first frame which is an I-frame, all the
other frames are B-frames because they are all dependant of the previous and
the next one. We also can see that the quantization is not only equal to 32
but it varies and is increasing until 36. Concerning the results, the PSNR is
not really good because it is around 25 so we lose some precision and quality in
comparison of the previous PSNR given in the former tests which was around
35. Concerning the number of fps (5.81 fps) and encoding time (35.143 s), they
are quite good so the choice to apply this parameter or not will depend of what
we expect of the encoder’s behaviour. It is necessary to do a trade off between
quality and fps/encoding time in this case.

-p <int>

Concerning the organisation and the frequency of the I-frames in the encoding
process, we can define the -p parameter because normally if we increase the
number of I-frame, we should improve the quality but lose some speed. Indeed,
encoding an I-frame costs more time than encoding a P-frame because we do
not use the inter-prediction to save CPU cycles. In order to illustrate what is
happening when we define -p as 5, following is a picture of the encoder’s work.
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Figure 12: Execution of the kvazaar encoder with the -p 5 parameter

In the previous picture, we see clearly that one frame over five is encoded as
an I-frame. In order to analyse the advantages or drawbacks of that technique,
we did it with -p varying from 0 (just one I-frame), 1 (all frames are I-frame)and
intermediate values. We draw the graph of the fps resulting of these changes
and it is below.

Figure 13: Graph of the influence of p parameter over the fps resulting

The results obtained show that more our frequence of I-frame is increasing
during our encoding process, more our PSNR increases, more the fps increases
and more the encoding time decreases. The fact that the encoding time de-
creases even if we encode more I-frame can seem weird but for encoding an
I-frame we do not do any inter-prediction and as it is a process which needs
a lot of CPU cycles, we save this time doing only the intra-prediction. Maybe
considering an other sequence, the encoding time will be bigger because it will
need to use more inter-prediction than our current sequence.
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2.3.4 -r parameter and disabling of blocks providing more precision

As we said before, some of the improvements that HEVC has done are the
Sample Adaptive Offset block which provides high coding efficiency but leads
to more computational issues. It also provides a Rate Distortion Optimization
block which is more complex and with which intra-prediction block is more de-
pendant but it can be more efficient than with H.264. To finish, it also provides
a deblocking filter block which permits to decrease the boundary discontinuities
but gives better results when it works with parallelism with a lower computa-
tional complexity. As in the future, we will work with TI C66x DSP, we can
use these simplifications of the encoding process that we will surely use when
we will implement Kvazaar on the embedded system with lower power resources
and low memory.

Concerning the parameter -r, it is useful because it defines how many refer-
ence frames we will use to encode the current frame. Thus, more we will choose
a high number of reference frames more we will need time to encode all the
frames so we will obtain a lower fps value.
We chose to test the number of reference frames both independently and de-
pendently of the SAO, RDOQ and Deblocking blocks in order to see if the
suppression of these blocks is really interesting or not. The results are below
and first we can see that with few reference frames, we obtain a better fps as
predicted, the PNSR is constant and about 30%, and the encoding time is in-
creasing when the parameter -r is increasing. Concerning the case of disabling
SAO, RDOQ and Deblocking filters blocks and the evolution of -r parameter,
we can see an improvement of 4fps for the same reference frame number so it
is not negligible because it is a growth of 58%! On the other hand, the PSNR
decreased of 8% and we decreased a lot the encoding time of 37%.
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Figure 14: Graph of the influence of r parameter and SAO, RDOQ,Deblock
filter over the fps resulting

These results permit to predict that we will use these functions during the
tests with the embedded system when we would like to get the speedest encoder
system. We will finish this part of Kvazaar test on multiprocessors, testing the
presets provided in the parameters and see if the speed is really much more
better than our previous tests and if the quality is still good.

2.3.5 -ultrafast -faster -slow -slower

Kvaazar allows us to use some predefined presets which correspond to the speed
that we want to obtain. We choose the four presets ultrafast, faster, slow and
slower because they show the increasing of efficiency and speed in function of
parameters that we tested above as -r, –no-sao, –no-rdoq, –no-deblock. We
decided to plot the results in function of the chosen preset and checking the
frames per second, the PSNR value and the encoding time. We use the same
input video for the four tests and 200 frames to encode.
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Figure 15: Graph of the influence of the preset configuration concerning the
number of frames per second

We can see clearly that the preset ultrafast give us the best result concerning
the number of frames per second at it was never obtained in all our previous
tests. We obtain more than 20 frames per second for ultrafast and faster whereas
we obtain 3 or less than 1 frames per second for slow and slower preset. As we
know in advance that the results with DSP using one core will give us results less
impressive than with the multiprocessor, we can guess that maybe the difference
of efficiency between the different presets will not be so impressive.

Figure 16: Graph of the influence of the preset configuration concerning the
encoding time
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The results obtained in encoding time are related with the results obtained
with the number of frames per second so as expected the ultrafast and faster
presets need less than 10s for encoding all the frames whereas the encoding time
for slow and slower preset are, in the order, 6 times and 30 times higher.

Figure 17: Graph of the influence of the preset configuration concerning the
PSNR

The PNSR is an indicator of quality of the encoded video so it should be
increasing when the mandatory time to encode increases because if the encoding
time increases, it means (in most of cases) that less approximations are done
for transformations and quantizations, more time is spent for intra and inter
predictions and other steps of the encoding process which needs more time to
provide us more precision. The curve above shows that this prediction is right
and the PSNR is about 32 for slower preset when it is about 28 for ultra fast
preset. Thus with slower preset, we increase PSNR of 14% but we decrease the
fps of 97.5% and the encoding time is 39 times bigger than with the ultrafast
preset. We should do a trade off between quality and efficiency even if the
improvements made in speed and encoding time are really more important in
comparison of the PSNR diminution for ultrafast or faster presets.
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3 Implementation of Kvazaar on the TI C66x

Now we will explain the different steps that we did in order to implement the
Kvazaar encoder on the multicore DSP and then the results that we obtained
once the implantation was done. First, we used Code Composer Studio version
6 in order to compile and run our Kvazaar code.

3.1 Presentation of the target

The embedded system that we will use for running the video encoder is a
Digital Signal Processor (DSP) belonging to the C66x family of DSP multicore
processors. It is the C6678 so its corresponding platforms is TMS320C6678.
The main characteristics of this DSP are that it has eight cores and each core
runs at a frequency between 1GHz up to 1.25GHz. Its memory is splitted in
caches memory L1 (Program cache and Data cache) of 32kB per core and L2
of 512kB per core and 4MB which is shared between all the cores. The power
consumption is about 10W which is bigger than the others C66x of the family
but considering that we work with eight cores, it is quite efficient and powerless.
The architecture of the TI C6678 is shown below.

Figure 18: DSP C6678 architecture
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3.2 Implantation of the encoder code on DSP

First of all, the goal was to implement the Kvazaar encoder on DSP but it was
impossible to use exactly the same code provided by Ultravideo group because
the multi-threading provided by Kvazaar is not compatible with the DSP that
we use and also because the synchronization done by the software cannot be
used on a real-time system.
Nevertheless, it is possible to use multithreading on DSP thanks to DSP/BIOS
kernel. Indeed DSP/BIOS kernel is a tool which provides a set of C-callable
kernels which permit to better control the behaviour of our DSP. For instance,
we can decide of priorities creating Hardware interrupts, Software interrupt and
Tasks if we want to optimize the time spent to encode and decrease the waiting
time of the CPU. We also can create semaphore to call tasks at a specific time
t considering that a condition has been fulfilled. Thus the multithreading is
possible with that tool because software interrupts acts like threads and they use
the same stack so we cannot have collision problems. Moreover, the DSP/BIOS
kernel provides a shared image support which permits to obtain the maximum
local core memory to store the image data. The communication between cores is
done by MSGQ module which is really useful when we use encoding system and
we need to do the inter prediction between different frames. The implantation
of ”threads” with BIOS was not the goal of my work but it can be done as a
future improvement.

Threading issues and solutions The main thing we did in order to allow
the compilation of the code, was to disable the threading and the clock synchro-
nization but it was not so simple and we needed to study deeper how the code
was built. Indeed, as the software permits to use multi-threading, the threads
are initialized, created, updated and used for all steps of encoding process. Once
we disable every calls relative to threads, Kvazaar did not want to run on DSP
because in the main function of the encoder, we always use at least two threads
even if the user does not ask for multi threading. A first thread is reading the
image when the other thread is encoding the frames. So we grouped the work
to do in order to have just one thread which first reads the frame and then
encodes it. When it has finished with the first frame, it goes to the second one
and continues until the end of the image (the number of frames is given by the
user as a mandatory parameter before the compilation). We join the work of
two threads in one unique thread and even if the reading of each frame needs a
long time which is at least ten time the time needed to encode that frame, we
did not find an other way to solve that problem.

3.3 Problems met during the implementation on DSP

When we put the code on Code Composer Studio we met some problems
which were not related to coding issues. First of all, when we put any code on
Code Composer, we also need to specify all the libraries, paths of folders and
configuration of the target that we will use for the code. The first problem that
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we met comes from the fact that in the configuration of Code Composer, there
was a file called ”simulationC6678” which is a file which permits to simulate the
compilation of the code without having the board. It also permits to profile the
code in order to know which functions will be the bottlenecks of our encoding
process even if the profiling done by that simulation is not 100% reliable and
can give some unexpected false results. That problem was solved with erasing
that file of our project because even if it was included in our project, we did not
have the corresponding file.
There was another problem which was not difficult to solve: a mandatory pack-
age was missing for the compilation of the C66x. First, we needed to get the
missing file in a subdirectory called ”../ti”, then we needed to restart CCS and
the new package was detected but when we wanted to add it in our project,
there was an error. So we went to ”properties” of the Kvazaar project then in
”General - RTSC - products and repositories” and we added the correct path
of the package.

Figure 19: Library C66x problem

One of the other problem that we had to solve was a problem of initialization
of the emulator when we wanted to debug it. Resetting it and power it off were
not the solutions to fix the issue so we thought that it could be a problem of lack
of permissions for the port connected to the board. It means that each time we
disconnect and reconnect the board, we need to go to the Linux terminal then
we login us as superuser and we go to ”/dev/bus/usb/003” folder in order to find
our port and give it all the mandatory permissions with the command ”chmod
777 004” where here 004 is a random number of port but in real conditions we
need to identify which one is the one corresponding to the TI C6678. Below,
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this is the error window we had about initialization of the emulator.

Figure 20: Initialization error of the emulator

Once we have added all the rights corresponding to the C66x port, we
thought that everything will debug without other problems, but as we try to do
the debugging, an other error appears.

Figure 21: Debugging error of the emulator concerning a gel file

The problem shown above was solve with the addition of the file ”evmc6678l.gel”
which is mandatory for the use of an 6678L platform on Code Composer Studio.
This file needs to be specified as followed for each core of the DSP C66x that
we will use for the encoding process.
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Figure 22: Addition of the gel file to each core as initialization script

Once that operation was done, we are able to compile our project and we
can see that the gel file is loaded on each core.

Figure 23: Successful debugging after addition of the gel file as initializer of the
different cores
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Sometimes during the debugging of the code as it is shown previously, we
have an internal problem of memory of the DSP and the following window
appears. In this case of error, we need to disconnect the board and to power it
off. Then when we reconnect it, we need to go to the Linux terminal and to give
all the permissions to the new port corresponding to the DSP as we explained
just above.

Figure 24: Reading intern memory problem of the C66x

When we finally got rid of all the issues that we met during the compilation
and debugging, we could do the different tests in order to analyse the bottle-
necks of Kvazaar encoder. Indeed, our goal here is not the same as with the
multiprocessor computer because we want first to detect and localize all the
different modules of the encoding process and know how many CPU cycle needs
each module.

3.4 Results obtained after compilation of the Kvazaar en-
coder on TI C66x

3.4.1 Localisation of the main blocks of encoding process and calcu-
lation of their respective CPU cycles time

In order to evaluate the CPU cycle repartition between the different blocks
which are mandatory for the encoding process, we searched first if there were
C-files with the name of the block we wanted to measure. Concerning Scal-
ing, Cabac, Transformation and Quantization, we found the corresponding files
which execute these specified blocks and they are called cabac.c, scalinglist.c,
quant− generic.c and transform.c. Nonetheless, for intra and inter prediction
for example, even if there is a file called like that, it is full of different functions
and we did not know which function we need to measure and which are not
useful. Indeed, when we want to evaluate a block, we need to find the main
function which corresponds of the main steps executed by this block otherwise
we will lose a lot of time trying to know which function is the good one to
measure and moreover the obtained results won’t be reliable. The results can
be not pertinent because we can have chosen a function which is called by other
functions that we measure so we will measure twice the time and when summing
all the values of CPU cycles of all the functional blocks, the final value will be
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bigger than the whole encoding process time.
We found the main function of encoding process in encoderstate.c as

static void encoder_state_worker_encode_lcu(void * opaque)()

That function is doing the whole process of encoding so we could find in it the
different divisions of the process corresponding to the execution of each specific
block. That is how we determine the CPU cycles of intra and inter prediction
as also SAO and deblock filter blocks. As we can suppress the execution of SAO
and deblock filter, when these blocks are disabled, their CPU cycles are equals
to zero. In the function that we specified just above, in order to not miss any
important function or executed block, we measured the CPU cycles of each step
executed in the body of that function. To measure the CPU cycle, we defined
different parameters in the header of encoderstate.c as following:

CSL_Uint64 init<NameOfTheBlock>, end<NameOfTheBlock>;

CSL_Uint64 sum<NameOfTheBlock> = 0;

This type of parameters needs some specified libraries as followed:

#include <ti/csl/csl_cacheAux.h>

#include <ti/csl/csl_tsc.h>

And they are useful because we can use them at the beginning of the execution
of a function which corresponds to the execution of a specified block that we
want to measure the CPU cycles. These libraries provide functions that can give
us the timestamp when we require it. If we get the timestamp corresponding
to the end of the execution of a block and the timestamp corresponding to the
beginning of it, we are able to get the time needed to execute that function at
the end of the whole execution of the encoding process. The skeleton of the
process that we used to get the CPU cycle of each block is the following:

init<NameOfTheBlock> = CSL_Read();

{

/* Execution of the function corresponding to a specific functional block */

}

end<NameOfTheBlock> = CSL_Read();

sum<NameOfTheBlock>=sum<NameOfTheBlock>+end<NameOfTheBlock>-init<NameOfTheBlock>;

Indeed, in order to get the total amount of CPU cycle needed to execute a block
in the whole process of one encoded video, we need to have a sum parameter
which increases each time that the block is used.
In order to see easily all the CPU cycles needed for each block, in CCS debug
window, we added all the sum < NameOfTheBlock > in Expressions tab.

3.4.2 Tests done with the different important parameters

At the beginning, in order to change parameters of the encoding configuration,
we needed to add the new parameters in the encmain.c and to adjust the argc
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and the array size of arguments. But sometimes, we realized that even with the
definition of the configuration in this encmain.c file, some of the parameters were
not taking into account in the Kvazaar execution. Thus we decided to create
specific configurations like the preset ones (as ultrafast, faster, slow, slower that
we described in the Kvazaar tests on a multiprocessors computer) in the cfg.c
file and more specifically in the declaration:

static const char * const preset_values[11][28]= {

{

"ultrafast",

"pu-depth-intra", "2-3",

"pu-depth-inter", "1-3",

"rd", "0",

"me", "hexbs",

"ref", "1",

"deblock", "0",

"signhide", "0",

"subme", "0",

"sao", "0",

"rdoq", "0",

"transform-skip", "0",

"full-intra-search", "0",

"mv-rdo", "0",

NULL

},

{ ...}

}

That way is really easier to control what configuration we are executing because
when using that function, all the parameters of the configurations are printed at
the beginning of the execution of the encoding process. Now we will present the
graphical results that we obtained testing different video sequences and different
parameters.

Introducing test The first test was done to compare the three sequences that
we will use with the same configuration in order to have a control test which
can be use further to analyse the obtained results. The configuration that we
used is:

char arg0[3]="-i";

char arg1[150]="/home/julia/Desktop/testKvazaarDSP/<nameOfTheSequenceUsed>.yuv";

char arg2[100]="--input-res";

char arg3[150]="416x240";

char arg4[3]="-o";

char arg5[150]="/home/julia/Desktop/testKvazaarDSP/encode.bin";

char arg6[3]="-n";

char arg7[150]="10";
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char arg8[150]="--no-sao";

char arg9[150]="--no-rdoq";

char arg10[150]="--ref";

char arg11[150]="1";

char arg12[5]="--qp";

char arg13[5]="32";

For all the further tests, we always use the same size resolution and 10 frames
to encode because the mandatory time to read the image is important and if we
take more frames or a bigger resolution, we are not able to provide results of test
in few minutes but with a long latency. As we saw in the multiprocessor tests
that taking one reference frame and disabling SAO and RDOQ funtions permits
to have good results, we decided to keep that configuration in our control test.

Figure 25: Comparison between the three sequences for the same input config-
uration
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With these three pie charts, we can see that the main part of the encoding time
in the three cases is done by the Inter-prediction block for 60% concerning the
first sequence BQSquare.yuv or around 45% for the two other sequences and
by the Intra-prediction block about 25% for BQSquare.yuv and almost 40% for
the two other sequences. The Quantization block is around 10% for the three
sequences and Cabac block is from 2% to 5% of the whole CPU time depending
of the chosen sequence.

Quantization tests with SAO, Deblock filter and RDO quantization
disabled For the first test of efficiency and performances of Kvazaar on the
embedded system DSP, we chose to select the quantization. As explained be-
fore, more the level of quantization is high, more faster will be the encoding
process but the quality of encoding will decrease a little bit because we apply
a parameter which smooths a lot the results (by truncating and rounding the
values) and we can lost some informations of precision.
Like for the quantization tests realized with the multiprocessor computer, we
use three values of quantization which are 23, 27 and 32. We decided to present
the results of one video sequence in pie chart and then doing a comparison of
the three sequences grouped in a table. In the chosen parameters, we have also
defined that only the first picture is intra that is why we can see that intra-
prediction is just 4% of the whole process. We did not apply the SAO filter, the
RDO quantization and the deblock filter so it explains why we do not have any
CPU cycles used for executing these blocks. We can notice that the number of
CPU cycles of Quantization and Inverse Quantization blocks is increasing from
4% to 5% when Quantization parameter is decreasing from 32 to 23 as it needs to
execute more calculations and less roundings. We can see that mainly the CPU
consumption is done by inter-prediction for 80%, followed by intra-prediction
and quantization both around 4%, then cabac is around 2% and transformation
about 1%. We have the last CPU cycles split into the other functional blocks as
Inverse Transformation, Scaling, Inverse Quantization and ”Other” block which
contains the execution of calculation that we did not identify into a specified
main block and the initialization of different matrix useful for the quantization,
transformation, cabac process and scaling.

Figure 26: Influence of quantization parameter Q=23 and SAO, Deblock filter
and RDO quantization disabled
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Figure 27: Influence of quantization parameter Q=27 and SAO, Deblock filter
and RDO quantization disabled

Figure 28: Influence of quantization parameter Q=32 and SAO, Deblock filter
and RDO quantization disabled

Quantization tests with SAO, Deblock filter and RDO quantization
enabled For the other quantization tests, we applied the SAO filter, the RDO
quantization and the deblock filter so it changed significantly the repartition of
CPU cycles into the different blocks. First thing that we notice is that our
Quantization block is now equals to 0 and this it not possible especially when
our Inverse Quantization block is around 1% of our process because Inverse
Quantization cannot exist if Quantization does not have any CPU cycle con-
sumption. One anwer which can explain that error is that when we execute
SAO, Deblock filter and RDOQ, the quantization is not executed in the same
place as normally but it is contained in an other file ”.c” into other functions
that are executed when SAO, RDOQ or deblock filter are enabled. This means
that in reality, we have Quantization which happens but we did not localize
where this process is done because it is not executed with the same general
quantization functions that we used for measuring the CPU cycles.
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Concerning the repartition of the rest of the blocks, we can notice that Inter-
prediction block takes less CPU cycles than in the previous tests thus it takes
75% of the all process which means that it still stays as the most important
bottleneck in order to increase efficiency. Other point that we can keep in mind
is the fact that SAO consume 9% of the process for Quantization equals to 32
and decreases to 6% of the total CPU cycles for Quantization equals to 23.
Intra-prediction block is still around 5% of the process and Cabac is between
1% and 2% which is small. We can notice that the ”Others” block is bigger
for Quantization equals to 23 than for the one equals to 32 (from 10% down to
6%) thus as this percentage is quite important, we can guess that quantization
maybe is done in this ”Other” block and around 5% of this block is dedicated
to that calculation.

Figure 29: Influence of quantization parameter Q=23 and SAO, Deblock filter
and RDO quantization enabled

Figure 30: Influence of quantization parameter Q=27 and SAO, Deblock filter
and RDO quantization enabled
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Figure 31: Influence of quantization parameter Q=32 and SAO, Deblock filter
and RDO quantization enabled

Quantization tab results Just below is the array which contains all the
data concerning the quantization tests. As we see, we have the same tests de-
scribed before for all the sequences and with SAO, RDOQ and deblock filter
enabled and disabled.
Concerning the tests without SAO, Deblock filter and RDOQ, we can see that
when quantization increases from 23 up to 32, our number of frames per second
is increasing of 18% (flower.yuv) up to 33% (BQSquare.yuv). When Quantiza-
tion goes from 23 up to 32, the Cabac block decreases of 44% (flower.yuv) up to
56% (BQSquare.yuv) but at the contrary,the CPU cycles for the Intra and Inter
prediction, for Transform and its Inverse blocks and for the Scaling block are in-
creasing. For instance, intra-prediction costs 3% (flower.yuv) CPU cycles more
up to 35% (BQSquare.yuv) , inter-prediction costs 6.5% (BQSquare.yuv) CPU
cycles more up to 15% (Akiyo.yuv) and Scaling block costs 14% (flower.yuv)
CPU cycles more up to 37% (BQSquare.yuv).
Concerning the tests taking into account SAO, Deblock filter and RDOQ, we also
see a growth of frames per second as 11% (flower.yuv) up to 44% (BQSquare.yuv)
when quantization increases from 23 to 32. Our Cabac block consumption is
decreasing of 17% (flower.yuv) up to 41% (BQSquare.yuv) but as in the case
with the disabling blocks, we have a growth of CPU cycles consumption for
Transformation, inter and intra prediction, Inverse Quantization and Scaling.
We have new CPU cycles consumption in SAO and Deblock percentage and
we can see that more the quantization increases, more they increase too. As
instance for Quantization equals to 23 up to 32, SAO CPU cycles consumption
is increasing from 17% (flower.yuv) up to 46% (BQSquare.yuv) and Deblock
filter increases from 12% (flower.yuv) up to 25% (BQSquare.yuv).
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Figure 32: Study of how Quantization parameter influences on CPU cycle repar-
tition with the three sequences

Preset tests Concerning the preset tests, we will present the content of each
preset before showing the results obtained. As for the previous tests, we only
show the pie charts for one sequence and the complete results will be shown in
an array. First, we can notice that for the ultrafast and slower presets, we do
not have any CPU cycles for the Quantization block whereas we have a CPU
cycle time for Inverse Quantization, it has the same behaviour as during the
previous tests when we applied SAO, Deblock filter and RDOQ. Nonetheless,
concerning ultrafast preset we have any of these parameters which are activated
so the explanation is different from the last time. We also see that for ultrafast
preset, the ”Others” block represents 22.27% (BQSquare.yuv) up to 33.45%
(flower.yuv) of the whole process which is a really important part and as we
did not have any CPU cycle in the Quantization block, maybe the quantization
is executed in this ”Others” blocks. Otherwise, concerning the evolution of the
mandatory time cycles per blocks in function of the efficiency of the presets, we
can notice different main changes. Indeed when presets are less efficient (from
ultrafast to slower) Scaling time is decreasing as Transformation time and Inter-
prediction time. We can notice that Intra-prediction time is taking more and
more importance and it needs more CPU cycles time than inter-prediction block
for slow and slower presets.
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Ultrafast preset The ultrafast preset is defined by:

--pu-depth-intra=2-3 --pu-depth-inter=1-3 --rd=0 --me=hexbs --ref=1 --deblock=0

--signhide=0 --subme=0 --sao=0 --rdoq=0 --transform-skip=0 --full-intra-search=0

--mv-rdo=0

Figure 33: Ultrafast preset influence on CPU cycle repartition with
BQSquare.yuv

Faster preset The faster preset is defined by:

--pu-depth-intra=1-3 --pu-depth-inter=0-3 --rd=1 --me=hexbs --ref=2 --deblock=1

--signhide=1 --subme=0 --sao=0 --rdoq=0 --transform-skip=0 --full-intra-search=0

--mv-rdo=0

Figure 34: Faster preset influence on CPU cycle repartition with BQSquare.yuv
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Slow preset The slow preset is defined by:

--pu-depth-intra=1-4 --pu-depth-inter=0-3 --rd=2 --me=hexbs --ref=3 --deblock=1

--signhide=1 --subme=1 --sao=1 rdoq=0 --transform-skip=0 --full-intra-search=0

--mv-rdo=0

Figure 35: Slow preset influence on CPU cycle repartition with BQSquare.yuv

Slower preset The slower preset is defined by:

--pu-depth-intra=1-4 --pu-depth-inter=0-3 --rd=2 --me=tz --ref=4 --deblock=1

--signhide=1 --subme=1 --sao=1 --rdoq=1 --transform-skip=0 --full-intra-search=0

--mv-rdo=0

Figure 36: Slower preset influence on CPU cycle repartition with BQSquare.yuv
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Preset tab As we did before, we built an array regrouping all the results
of the tests with the different presets adopted by three different sequences.
Concerning the array below, we can say different things as first of all, we can
see that in slow preset, we have a negative ”Others” block which represents
almost 20% of the process. That means that some of the basic functions that
we measure in the functionals blocks are counted in other blocks. Thus we were
over-evaluating one of our block time. We can see that for ”faster” and ”slow”
presets, Quantization represent 9 up to 10% of the process time so it means
that maybe in the 22% up to 33% of ”Others” in ultrafast, we can have 10%
dedicated to Quantization.
Concerning the number of frames per second, we have a really good result
for ultrafast with a fps of 0.26 (flower.yuv) up to 0.62 (BQSquare.yuv) which
decreases when we use other less efficient presets until the ”slower” one which
permits to reach a fps of 0.01 (flower.yuv) up to 0.03 (BQSquare) which is a
really poor performance. It is partially due to the fact that we use Test Zone
Search motion estimation algorithm instead of the hexagonal one used in the
other presets. The advantage of the Test Zone Search algorithm is that it
provides really high quality of the results whereas the Hexagonal Based Search
algorithm is really faster. Once again, it depends if we want to achieve a really
good quality with more reference frames, Test Zone Algorithm and SAO, RDOQ
and Deblock filter enabled or if we prefer to obtain less quality but much more
speed. In our case as we are using TI C66x thus an embedded system, we are
more interested in providing real-time operations so we will be more interested
in being fast and we will accept to lose some precision in return.

Figure 37: Study of preset configuration influence on CPU cycle repartition
with the three sequences

Reference frames tests In order to study the influence and importance of
the number of reference frames over the number of frames per second obtained
and the time spent for each block, we decided to use the ”fast” preset config-
uration because it is an intermediate preset between really good efficiency and
really poor one. The ”fast” preset is defined as followed:

--pu-depth-intra=1-3 --pu-depth-inter=0-3 --rd=1 --me=hexbs --ref=<NumberThatWeChange>
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--deblock=1 --signhide=1 --subme=1 --sao=0 --rdoq=0 --transform-skip=0

--full-intra-search=0 --mv-rdo=0

We can see that Deblocking filter is available but SAO and RDOQ are disable
thus once again we will not see any time spent for SAO block execution. We
just changed the value of reference frames from 1 up to 4 in order to evaluate if
the change of efficiency is really important even for a small change of reference
frame number. As before, we first present the results obtained for one sequence
and then the array resuming all the results obtained for each sequence.

Pie graphs of BQSquare.yuv In the pie graphs below, we can see that
the main consuming block is the inter-prediction block and more we increase
the number of reference frame, more it takes time which means from 75% up
to 89% for number of taken reference frames equals to 1 up to 4. Whereas
intra-prediction decreases from 16% down to 7% which means that a part of the
growth of inter-prediction comes to the decrease of intra-prediction time. The
other block which decreases and had some importance anyway is Quantization
which is about 4% for reference frames equals to 1 down to 2% when reference
frame is equal to 4. The other blocks are almost non-existent in the point of
view of CPU cycles time in that configuration and they are all equals to less
than 1% of the whole process time.

Figure 38: Influence of fast preset with ref=1 on CPU cycle repartition with
BQSquare.yuv
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Figure 39: Influence of fast preset with ref=2 on CPU cycle repartition with
BQSquare.yuv

Figure 40: Influence of fast preset with ref=3 on CPU cycle repartition with
BQSquare.yuv
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Figure 41: Influence of fast preset with ref=4 on CPU cycle repartition with
BQSquare.yuv

Reference tab As we done before, this is the table regrouping all the re-
sults of the tests with the different chosen values of references adopted by the
different sequences considering a fast preset configuration.
As predictable, the number of frames per seconds is decreasing with the number
of taken reference frames increasing because the processor needs to keep more
informations in memory and to access to them. As we are working with a DSP,
the data memory is not really big and more we need to access to memory, more
we lose efficiency and speed because it is built to process fastly informations in
real time, not to store a large quantities of them. Thus the fps is decreasing
of 54% up to 68% (BQSquare.yuv) for reference equals to 1 up to 4. Now we
can give some values corresponding of the evolution that we can notice on each
sequence.
Scaling time and Deblocking filter time is also decreasing around 53% for ref =
1 to ref = 4.
Concerning the Quantization and the Inverse Quantization blocks for a refer-
ence frame value varying from 1 to 4, we observe a diminution of 58%.
As we said in the first comments with the pie graphs, intra-prediction decreases
around 60% when reference frames goes from 1 to 4 whereas in the same time
inter-prediction is increasing of 20% (BQSquare.yuv) up to 40% (flower.yuv).
About Transformation and Inverse Transformation, it decreases from 53% up
to 57% for a variation of reference frame of 1 to 4.
To finish with the cabac evolution in function of that same reference evolution,
we can notice a decrease from 55% up to 57%.
There is no difference of evolution between the three sequences about the differ-
ent functional blocks but nonetheless we can assume that the value of ”others”
block is really close to 0 for ”BQSquare.yuv” whereas for the two others se-
quences that value is about 5% or 3% of the encoding time.
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Figure 42: Study of Reference parameter influence with fast preset on CPU
cycle repartition with the three sequences

With these last results, we can conclude that part of Kvazaar encoder tests on
the TI C66x DSP. First of all, we can consider that inter-prediction block takes
us 75% or more of the entire encoding time so if we want to improve efficiency,
we have to find a way to decrease the amount of time needed for that block.
Then the intra-prediction is between 6% to 10% of the CPU encoding time. If
we consider SAO as enable in order to provide better quality, it takes around 5%
of the CPU time whereas the deblocking filter is less than 0.5% so disabling the
deblocking filter will not provide better efficiency because its weight in terms
of CPU cycle is really negligible. The Cabac block is a mandatory block and
we cannot disable it but hopefully it consumes only between 2% up to 10% of
the whole process time. As another needed blocks, we have Quantization and
Inverse Quantization as Transformation and Inverse Transformation. Quanti-
zation is the most important between these four blocks in terms of CPU cycles
consumption from 3% up to 10% whereas Inverse Quantization and Inverse
Transformation blocks are both around 1% and Transformation block is about
2%.
As described just below, the blocks which can play a role to increase the frames
per second are inter-prediction, intra-prediction, Cabac, Quantization and SAO.
We can vary the repartition of the CPU cycle between all these entities with
different configurations but it never changes drastically except between intra
and inter predictions. Indeed, we can re-equilibrate the percentage between the
two blocks thanks to pu−depth−intra and pu−depth−inter parameters which
define the range for sizes of inter or intra prediction units. We are able to know
that this parameter is the one which has the most importance in the preset
descriptions because we changed the other parameters during the other tests
and we never found results of equilibrium between intra and inter prediction as
with slow preset for instance.
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Conclusion

This master thesis was really interesting because first I learnt a lot about video
encoding especially because I had not previous knowledges in this field. Then
I could have tested a quite new software which provides an efficiency close to
HEVC design so I worked with a really recent open-source video encoder. In or-
der to understand well how this encoder is working, I have done some researches
about its performances but also about the HEVC design as the Kvazaar encoder
follows a similar architecture.
Then the tests that I did permit to better get the importance of different pa-
rameters concerning the efficiency of the Kvazaar encoder as the number of fps,
the encoding time and the PSNR indicator. The main points about these tests
were that the number of threads that we choose has a real importance over the
final result. More the number of threads is close to the number of cores that
our computer has, more the performance of the encoder will be improved and
even more if the size resolution of our input video is high. Indeed, for each size
resolution we choose, we reach a different maximum level of improvement of the
fps which become stagnant at a certain point. For size resolution of 416x240,
we can improve the fps just around 2 times whereas for 1664x960 we can im-
prove the fps around 5 times. It is not pertinent to increase the number of
threads of the encoder if the size resolution is low because we will have more
consumed power with poor improvements. Indeed, we increase the number of
dependencies between the threads and the memory so we lose efficiency increas-
ing mandatory time to go to memory or to wait for threads which are busy
to encode previous frames. The utility of threads is the best when the image
contains enough frames to analyse for splitting the work of threads with few
number of dependencies between them. We also tested the influence of other
parameters as the number of reference frames, quantization, intra-frame period
and configured presets which were important to preview the behaviour of DSP
in function of the chosen configuration.
The second part of that internship was dedicated to the implementation and
the performance tests of Kvazaar in DSP TI C6678. First of all, we describe
fastly the main characteristics of that board which is composed of eight cores
and with which we can use multithreading thanks to DSP/BIOS kernel but in
our case the threading was done in Kvazaar and was not compatible with our
DSP. Thus, we did some modifications in the code in order to permit that video
frames can be encoded in the DSP. We mainly suppress all the calls related with
threads and with synchronization that we cannot control as we are not using
BIOS. We explained the different problems we met during the implantation and
the solutions that we found to solve them. Once we solved these issues, we
needed to identify where the main blocks corresponding to the encoding process
(CABAC, QUANTIZATION, TRANSFORMATION, INTRA PREDICTION,
INTER PREDICTION, SAO) were executed in the code in order to then eval-
uate the number of CPU cycle each one needs. Finally, we present our results
with the different configurations that we use for the PC multiprocessor tests
with the aim of comparing the both final results and see what can be the im-
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provements which can be done in the future concerning the execution of the
encoder to reduce the encoding time of inter-prediction mainly as it is our main
bottleneck in every configuration we tested.
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Résumé

Le codec vidéo est un procédé qui permet de compresser
ou décompresser des flux vidéos. On doit toujours tenir
compte des performances permises par le codec en func-
tion de l’usage que l’on souhaite en faire. Par exemple, si
on veut obtenir la meilleure qualité possible tout en assu-
rant une certaine rapidité, on va utiliser un système multi-
processeurs puissant avec une capacité mémoire élevée.
Si au contraire, on souhaite que notre codec s’exécute
sur un système embarqué, on va chercher à optimiser le
programme et trouver quelles sont les parties du code qui
demandent le plus de temps à s’exécuter. Dans notre cas,
on voudrait implémenter l’encodeur vidéo Kvazaar sur un
DSP. L’encodeur Kvazaar est un logiciel gratuit développé
par une équipe de chercheurs finlandais et dont l’architec-
ture est similaire au codec HEVC. La différence entre les
deux logiciels réside notamment dans le fait que Kvazza
est codé en langage C ce qui le rend moins complexe et
plus facile à implémenter sur un système embarqué. Le
but premier de ce stage était d’arriver à faire fonctionner
Kvazaar sur la plateforme choisie et d’évaluer ses per-
formances. En ce qui concerne l’implantation de Kvazaar
sur le DSP TI C66x, la principale action effectuée était
de supprimer l’utilisation des threads dans l’exécution du
code. En effet, même si notre DSP est multi coeur, le
threading n’est pas autorisé sur cette plateforme mais le
parallélisme peut se réaliser grâce à DSP/BIOS qui per-
met l’usage d’interruptions. Ensuite, il fallait étudier le
code afin de trouver les principaux blocs qui constituent
un encodage vidéo pour évaluer le temps d’exécution de
chacun de ces blocs et trouver quels blocs seraient utiles
à optimiser d’un point de vue du nombre de cycles du
CPU nécessaires. En effet, les principaux blocs que nous
souhaitions étudier concernaient l’exécution de la trans-
formée et son inverse, Cabac, inter et intra prédiction, la
quantification et son inverse et le scaling. Il s’avère que
parmi tous les tests effectués afin d’augmenter le nombre
de frames encodées par seconde et la vitesse, le principal
bloc qui monopolise le processeur est l’inter-prédiction. Le
prochain travail serait donc de trouver un moyen pour di-
minuer le temps nécessaire à ce bloc pour s’exécuter car
c’est le principal rempart pour obtenir une plus grande
efficacité et rapidité de l’encodeur vidéo Kvazaar.

Abstract

Video codec is a process which permits to encode or de-
code a video data stream. We have to be attentive to the
efficiency of the codec that we choose in function of our
goals. For instance, if we want to provide the best quality
with the best speed, we will need a powerful system with
different processors and which has a large memory. In the
contrary, if we want to execute our video codec software
in an embedded system, we will search to optimize the
code and try to find out which are the bottlenecks of
our encoder. In our case, we want to implement Kvazaar
encoder on a DSP. Kvazaar encoder is a free software de-
velopped by a squad of finnish researchers and whose the
architecture is really similar to HEVC. The main difference
between these two entities is that Kvazaar was program-
med in C language which makes it less complex and easier
to implement on an embedded system. The main goal of
this master thesis was to complete with success, the im-
plantation of Kvazaar on the chosen platform and then to
evaluate the performances. Concerning the implementa-
tion of Kvazaar on the DSP TI C66x, the main executed
action was to suppress the use of threads during the com-
pilation. Indeed, even if that DSP is multicore, threading
is not allowed in that platform but parallelism can be done
thanks to the use of DSP/BIOS which provides interrup-
tion use. Then, we had to study the program in order to
find the main blocks which compose the video encoding
for evaluating the encoding time mandatory to the exe-
cution of each block and then find which blocks can be
optimized concerning the CPU cycles consumption. In-
deed, the main blocks that we wanted to study concern
the execution of transform, inverse transform, cabac, inter
and intra prediction, quantization and inverse quantiza-
tion and scaling. We noticed that, after doing many tests
in order to increase the number of frames per second and
the speed, the main block which needs the most CPU en-
coding time is the inter-prediction. The next work can be
to find a way to decrease the time needed by that block
to be executed because it is the main obstacle in order to
obtain a better efficiency and speed of the video encoder
Kvazaar.


